
Leveridge Range Certification Pre – Registration Form  
Fill Out and Email This Form to Leveridgerange@nfga.org  

Put Name and NFGA ID # in Email Subject Line  
  

PLEASE FULLY REVIEW the info at the links below - 99.99% of the repeat questions I regularly get are covered there.. 

https://nfga.org/wp-content/uploads/rules/NFGA_Rule_Book.pdf#page=18 

https://nfga.org/wp-content/uploads/rules/NFGA_Rule_Book_Appendix_A.pdf#page=17 

  

Once the Leveridge Governor receives this form fully completed you will be emailed the written test.  

Written exam must be passed before being scheduled for the live fire part of the qualification.  

  

Date                                                 Name  

  

NFGA Member ID #                      Number of Years you have been an NFGA Member           

  

Have you already Passed the Pre-Requisite Certification on the Fowler Range?  

 

Have you fired the rifles you will be qualifying with from Standing and Prone at Fowler or elsewhere? 

You NEED to have practiced or have experience shooting from these positions BEFORE coming to qualify on Leveridge. 

 

Please check off which Firing Qualifications you want to take.  

___ Offhand / Standing at 200 yards  

___ Prone at 600 yards  

  

Note: There are two separate firing qualifications for Leveridge.  

You need to take the 200 yard standing Qual only if you plan on shooting standing from 200 yards. 

If you will be shooting Prone only you will only take the 600 yard Prone firing portion.  

  

List the Rifle and ammo information for the rifle/s you will use for each or both of the firing qualifications.  

200: Manf, Model, Caliber, barrel length, barrel twist and ammo including bullet weight  

600: Manf, Model, Caliber, barrel length, barrel twist and ammo including bullet weight  

(*Example: Rock River, AR15, 223, 20 inch, 1 x 8, Black Hills with 75 grain bullet)  

  

Do you have a 100 yard “Zero” (or other yardline zero) on the rifles you will be using for the Leveridge Certification?  

(* Zero means is your rifle sighted in and on target for a given distance)  

  

List what you figure your “Come – Ups” for the rifles and ammo you will be using for the Leveridge Certifications are? 
(*Responses need to be in Minute of Angle or Mils )  
  

Strongly Recommend:   

Zero rifles and Practice offhand and prone at 100 yards on Fowler before signing up for Leveridge Qualification.  

*If you can hold a 14” groups standing and a 6” groups prone at 100 yards you will do fine on Leveridge Qualification   

  

Sample of Basic Info for Zeroing and Come-Ups (Google search as needed to learn basics)  

How To Sight In Your Riflescope  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rId18_lgBv0  

  

Calc Bullet Drop in MOA or Clicks come up ballistics  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmDDPqvcttk  

  

https://www.longrangeshooting.org/articles/moa-and-mils-explained  
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